
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

5 Ways to Reduce 
Costly Damage  
from Lightning 

Summer electrical storms are no laughing 
matter, as lightning causes millions of dollars 
in damage. Following are some simple steps 
to reduce your risk and limit damage: 

Lightning Rods: Proper grounding and 
distribution can dramatically reduce damage 
during an electrical event. Lightning rods 
have been routinely installed on commercial 
properties, but it’s just as easy to have them 
installed in residential areas.  

Surge Protectors: Without a doubt, one of 
the most common causes of electronic and 
computer failure is an electrical surge. 
Appliances are at risk, especially newer 
models with built-in computer chips and 
electronic components. Installation of whole-
house or direct-plug-in-type surge protectors 
provides an important layer of protection. 

Backup Files: Computer data, photographs, 
digital music and other files can be costly or 
even impossible to replace. Back up files on 
a regular basis. For especially valuable data, 
consider purchasing additional insurance to 
cover losses or help replace/restore lost data. 

Insurance: Many homeowner policies 
explicitly limit or exclude losses due to 
electrical storms or lightning. Ask your agent 
about the cost of coverage for appliances, 
electronics and computers, as well as the data 
included on each. Consider a stand-alone 
policy for sensitive items. 

Extended Warranties: Many computers, 
appliances and electronics provide extended 
warranties at the time of purchase. Some 
include lightning protection, while others 
expressly limit losses due to lightning. 
Carefully read the policy prior to purchase to 
understand what is included. 
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Want to Kick That Habit? 
Check Out These Tips 

The Free Dictionary defines a habit as “a recurrent, often unconscious pattern 
of behavior that is acquired through frequent repetition.” 

It also says breaking a habit, though, is “not so easy.” 

Breaking a bad habit is doable, though. All you need is patience, persistence, 
willpower, lots of support and luck. 

As noted in the Free Dictionary, habits are often unconscious. If you don’t 
know when, why and where they’re going to arise, they can be hard to kick. 
Many experts advise journaling. By writing down your habits, you find out 
what’s behind them and can then substitute an alternative behavior.  

You may want to check out a professional program. You can sign up for one 
of several 42-day programs at www.habitchanger.com. You’ll receive daily 
challenges, email and text reminders, and a tracker to chart your progress.  

Consider the cost - monetary or nonmonetary - of your habit. Then consider 
paying yourself. Give yourself small rewards when you are able to push away 
from the table, stub out the cigarette or stop swearing in traffic. If you’re 
trying to break the overeating-at-dinner habit, though, don’t reward yourself 
with a midnight snack of cake and ice cream. 

Breaking a habit can be incredibly difficult. Be kind to yourself. Zenhabits 
founder Leo Babauta has developed a guide for beginners at his blog at 
www.zenhabits.net. Working through the guide may help you keep your 
equilibrium while you break a habit. 
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Tips to Boost Swimming Pool Safety 
 

NEWS YOU CAN USE 
Are You at Risk from 

‘Insurance Gaps?’ 
Do you have enough insurance to 
meet your – and your family’s – 
needs now, and in the future? If you 
don’t, you are putting yourself at 
risk of serious financial trouble if 
something goes wrong with your 
health, your home, your job or your 
finances. 

That’s why I am offering you a free, 
no-obligation “Insurance Check-up” 
to make sure your insurance needs 
are adequately covered. I won't try 
to push you into buying insurance. 
I'll just give you the honest facts 
about your current insurance status. 

Just give my office a call at 612-
217-0157  to arrange an 
appointment for a no-fuss, 
professional consultation.  

This newsletter and any information contained herein are intended for general informational purposes only 
and should not be construed as legal, financial or medical advice. The publisher takes great efforts to 
ensure the accuracy of information contained in this newsletter. However, we will not be responsible at 
any time for any errors or omissions or any damages, howsoever caused, that result from its use. Seek 
competent professional advice and/or legal counsel with respect to any matter discussed or published in 
this newsletter.  

 Child and Pet Proof: Installation 
of a pool alarm can more than pay 
for itself in reduced anxiety and 
decreased premiums, but be sure to 
select the right size and type for 
maximum protection. 

 Establish Rules: Pool parties are 
great fun, but be sure everyone 
understands what is and isn’t 
acceptable. Common causes of 
pool-related injuries include 
running, diving and intoxication. 

 Safety First: Keep emergency 
equipment within reach, including 
a floatation device and emergency-
related phone numbers. Always ask 
whether people know how to 
swim, especially children. 

 Alternatives: Other water hazards 
include hot tubs, swim spas and 
even a pond. Maintain the common 
area and reduce direct access 
whenever possible to discourage 
children or pets from gaining 
access when you are away from 
home. 

 

A pool party is a great way to entertain 
young and old alike, but it can also 
increase the risk of personal liability 
should anyone get injured. Following 
are seven swimming pool and insurance 
safety tips to keep you cool and safe 
this summer: 

 Verify Your Coverage: Speak 
to your agent about the total 
amount of medical and liability 
coverage you have in the event 
of an accident or injury. An 
umbrella policy is an 
affordable way to provide an 
additional layer of protection 
without breaking the bank. 

 CPR and First Aid: Before 
hosting a pool party it’s always 
a good idea to make sure at 
least one person is properly 
trained in CPR/first aid.  

 Secure the Area: Pools should 
be properly secured with a 
high fence or enclosure that is 
locked when not in use. Adult 
supervision is a must when 
children are using the pool.  
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